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Figuring out the future together.

Founded in January 2017, we are a platform and 

community for professionals to learn about emerging 

technologies and their potential impact on society and 

our future. We’ve hosted over 50 events to our 

community of over 10,000 professionals. We’re 

inclusive (everyone is welcome) and we believe in 

solving the problems of the future today and finding  

opportunities for everyone to participate.  

www.tech2025.com
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Dr. Anthony Aguirre

Studies the formation, nature, and evolution of the universe, 

focusing primarily on the model of eternal inflation—the idea 

that inflation goes on forever in some regions of universe—

and what it may mean for the ultimate beginning of the 

universe and time. He is the co-founder and associate 

scientific director of the Foundational Questions Institute, 

which supports research on questions at the foundations and 

new frontiers of physics and cosmology.

Anthony is also a co-founder of the Future of Life Institute, an 

organization aiming to increase the probability that life has a 

future, and of Metaculus, an effort to optimally aggregate 

predictions about scientific discoveries, technological 

breakthroughs, and other interesting issue. Aguirre is also the 

author of numerous books including the recently published, 

Cosmological Koans: a Journey Into the Heart of Physical 

Reality (W. W. Norton & Company).

Physicist, Author, co-Founder Future of Life 
Institute, Metaculus, Foundational Questions 
Institute
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Cosmological Koans: A 
Journey to the Heart of 
Physical Reality 

Through more than fifty Koans―pleasingly paradoxical 

vignettes following the ancient Zen tradition―leading physicist 

Anthony Aguirre takes the reader across the world from West 

to East, and through ideas spanning the age, breadth, and 

depth of the Universe.

Using these beguiling Koans (Could there be a civilization on a 

mote of dust? How much of your fate have you made? Who 

cleans the universe?) and a flair for explaining complex science, 

Aguirre covers cosmic questions that scientific giants from 

Aristotle to Galileo to Heisenberg have grappled with, from the 

meaning of quantum theory and the nature of time to the 

origin of multiple universes.

W. W. Norton & Company; 1 edition (May 21, 2019)
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Anne T Griffin 
Product Manager & Product Coach

Product Manager at Priceline
Chief Product Coach at Griffin Product Coaching

Formerly Lead Product Manager at OpenLaw

atgrif@gmail.com

@annetgriffin

annetgriffin.com
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TONIGHT’S AGENDA

➢ Short intro, meet our sponsor, and 
presentation by Charlie

➢ Play IMPACT board game
➢ Presentation on prediction 

markets, forums, platforms and 
decentralized (blockchain) 
prediction platforms by Anne 
Griffin

➢ Conversation, product strategy 
and Q&A session with Dr. Anthony 
Aguirre who will join us via LIVE 
VIDEO
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SPONSOR: MEET IN PLACE 
Meet In Place is a global network of boutique offsite meeting spaces, with locations in New 

York, London and Tel Aviv. Meeting rooms come in various styles and sizes (3-40 people). 

They are beautifully designed around helping teams and professionals be as productive, 

focused and creative as possible, while providing all the necessary amenities. Customers use 

our meeting rooms to conduct off-sites from seminars and workshops to creative 

brainstorming sessions, quarterly business reviews, sales training, and lectures..

Code: TECH2025

10% Off Discount



Why this topic and why now?
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RECENT MEDIA COVERAGE
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Recent Research

➢ Experience from Hosting a Corporate 

Prediction Market: Benefits Beyond 

the Forecast (by Ford Motor 

Company);

➢ User Participation in Corporate 

Prediction Markets (by Daniel E. 

O’Leary, University of Southern 

California); 

➢ Using Prediction Markets to Track 

Information Flows: Evidence from 

Google (WSJ)

https://tech2025.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Research-Hosting-Corporate-Prediction-Markets-Ford-and-Google.pdf
https://tech2025.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Research-User-participation-in-a-corporate-prediction-market.pdf
http://www.columbia.edu/~bc2656/GooglePredictionMarketPaper.pdf
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Recent Research

➢ Oil & Gas Company Case Study How the Global 

Exploration Group used crowdsourced forecasting 

to inform drilling and lease sale decisions. (link)

➢ Using Prediction Markets to Enhance US 

Intelligence Capabilities (link)

➢ Government Prediction Markets: Why, Who, and 

How (link)

➢ Betting on Climate Policy: Using Prediction Markets 

to Address Global Warming (link)

➢ Are markets more accurate than polls? The 

surprising informational value of “just asking” (link) 

➢ Prediction markets and their potential role in 

biomedical research – A review (link)

➢ Prediction Markets for Corporate Governance (link)

https://www.cultivatelabs.com/oil_case_study
https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol50no4/using-prediction-markets-to-enhance-us-intelligence-capabilities.html
http://www.pennstatelawreview.org/print-issues/articles/government-prediction-markets-why-who-and-how/
https://law.stanford.edu/publications/betting-on-climate-policy-using-prediction-markets-to-address-global-warming/
http://journal.sjdm.org/18/18919/jdm18919.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0303264710001516?via%3Dihub
https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2342&context=law_and_economics
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Corporate Prediction Trends

➢ Forecasting;

➢ Prototyping the future with 

science fiction;

➢ Corporate disaster scenario 

planning;

➢ Threatcasting (Arizona State 
University and Army Cyber Inst., 
created by Brian David Johnson, 
Intel)

The Threatcasting Lab at ASU brings together a diverse, interdisciplinary 

collection of people and organizations to model possible threats and specific 

actions that can be taken 10 years into the future. We foster conversations 

and dialogue across a wide range of audiences (e.g. military, industry, 

academia, policy makers, trade associations, law enforcement, etc.) with a 

diverse set of deliverables (e.g. Threatcasting Reports, briefings, articles, 
podcasts, videos, science fiction, etc.)
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Volatility + Uncertainty + Pressure to 
Produce Products and Services (at scale) 

and ETHICALLY (moving from R&D to 
product). 
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The big 5 tech companies are trillion 
dollar prediction platforms (their models 
are based on algorithms predicting the 

wants and needs of Users with high 
probability).
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The only way we are going to survive the 
future, and benefit from emerging tech 

across society, is to learn predict it better 
alongside the machines.
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We don’t need to just solve problems, we 
need to ask better questions in order to 
understand which problems to solve and 

how to prioritize them. 
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We need to navigate the fast-changing job 
market and predict how technological 

trends will impact them.
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We need to learn how to create narratives 
about the future that breaks us from the 
past in a way that pushes our potential, 

gives us a vision we can aspire to AND be 
inspired by.  
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We need new IDEAS! 
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Predicting the Future at Tech 2025: We in 2016 launched 
because of the predictions of these entrepreneurs
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Predicting the Future at Tech 2025
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Predicting the Future at Tech 2025
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Predicting the Future at Tech 2025



IMPACT!

https://vimeo.com/187395967
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Overview

Geopolitical Forecasting Challenge 2 encourages novel 
approaches that embrace non-traditional methods and 
harnesses the collective community, while offering Solvers 
the chance to win a share of $250,000 in prize money.
The collective effort of GF Challenge 2 stimulates 
breakthroughs in the science of forecasting, leading to 
greater strategic advantages for maintaining global security, 
predicting economic trends, and directing the need for 
humanitarian efforts.

Solvers, whether individuals or teams, will create 
innovative solutions and methods to produce forecasts to a 
set of more than 300 questions referred to as Individual 
Forecasting Problems (IFPs), released regularly over the 
course of the nine-month Challenge. Each IFP includes a set 
of exhaustive and mutually exclusive response options, as 
well as firm resolution criteria. IFPs remain open until a 
final specified closing date or until the event defined in the 
IFP is reported as occurring.

The Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) 
invests in high-risk, high-payoff research programs to tackle 
some of the most difficult challenges of the agencies and 
disciplines in the Intelligence Community (IC).

“We’re looking for the next Swiss patent clerk doing forecasting 
in his spare time.”

https://www.herox.com/IARPAGFChallenge2
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Our Awesome Team!

Denise Hearn
@itscomplicated

Founder/CEO, Served Fresh 

Media and TECH 2025

Anne T. Griffin
@annetgriffin

Product Manager at Priceline

Chief Product Coach at Griffin 

Product Coaching
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50% Tech2025
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Thank you!

Contact Us Connect in Social

Email:  theteam@tech2025.com

Address: 

347 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1402

New York, NY 10016

Twitter: @jointech2025

FB: facebook.com/jointech2025

Instagram: @jointech2025

Website: tech2025.com


